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Abstract 
In modern education system theoretical and methodological understandings and practical implementation of a personality-
oriented learning serves as one of the strategic priorities. Our study makes it possible to state that the psychological and 
educational science at the present time there is a broad range of conceptual approaches to solving this problem. However, 
common to all is the emergence as a subject of the student\'s personality, creating the necessary conditions for their full learning 
and development. The initial assumption was confirmed by the study that the implementation of a personality-oriented learning 
will be possible, if the training is designed as a co-communicative learning and cognitive activity of teachers and students which 
aimed at their development. 
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Introduction 
 
The issues of teacher training to design a new type of teaching at the modern stage of education modernization 
becomes not just actual but has a primary significance. 
The analysis of the works by leading scholars I.A. Zimnyaya, A.A. Kandybovich, Y. A. Klimova, A.K. Markova, 
E.V. Maruga, L.M. Mitina, A.B. Orlova, A.Y. Popova, etc. on the improvement of teacher training, development of 
professional criteria of pedagogical labor of a teacher and requirements to the personality of the teacher himself 
show that the following basic trends of its realization can be singled out: 
- Disciplinary knowledge improvement, 
- Teacher’s communicative abilities development, 
- Developing the abilities to evaluate qualities and drawbacks of own activity; 
- Deeper psychological teacher-professional training. 
From psychological point of view different authors distinguish various components of teacher job analysis.  
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Thus, Y.A. Klimov distinguishes a complex of “pedagogic abilities”, that in his opinion includes: 1) high level of 
mental abilities; 2) high idea and moral look; 3) organization abilities; 4) ability to fast and correctly understand 
inner state of mind of another person; 5) endurance and stamina; 6) ability to use the speech as a means of people’s 
influence; 7) ability to be simultaneously attentive to many objects; 8) ability with great probability predict further 
schoolchild behavior and development [3]. 
I.A. Zimnyaya offers the following total of qualities: 1) a person’s individual qualities, i.e. his peculiarities as an 
individual – temperament, anlage, etc.; 2) his personal qualities, i.e. his peculiarities as a personality – social essence 
of a Man; 3) communicative (interactive)) qualities; 4) status-positioning, i.e. position peculiarities, role, 
relationship in a team; 5) activity (professional-subject); 6) external behavioral factors [2]. 
However the question of specific provision of the pointed out directions remains open. Moreover, in spite of 
actuality, the following issues are not discussed sufficiently: a child’s readiness for school and the teacher to 
innovative forms of work, especially in the situation of personality-oriented education requires special and 
responsible training of a teacher to new type of education design. The teacher should have his own experience of 
such work to teach children creative and author activity in educational situations.  
In this connection we referred to author program by L.I. Aidarova “The ways of building up personality-oriented 
education”, which is used by us in the work with attendants of the Institute of advanced training for teachers in 
Mangystau region. 
When referring to the program we had an objective to develop both new technologies and ways of program 
design and research of the specificity of teacher training for the work with schoolchildren in poly cultural 
educational environment of modern Kazakhstan.  
Ethnographers and foreign language teachers should be a part of creative team together with subject teachers, 
methodists, didacts and psychologists. Specialists cooperation of different areas is necessary to improve secondary 
school education system, providing developing with learners and teachers ability to tolerant thinking, objectively 
demanded by modern society and which is in perspective one of the most important personal characteristics of a 
man of information civilization.  
Curriculum includes the following topics. 
 
 
 
 
TABLE I 
 
No
. 
Topics 
1. Introduction. Transformation of information paradigm of education 
for conceptual one  is the requirement of the time. A schoolchild 
personality development and teacher’s creative abilities realization 
is the most important aim of new education. 
2. Primary education is education foundation, a period of optimal 
formation of general competences for learning and special abilities 
development language, art, engineering, mathematics, etc.).  
3. Schoolchildren activity character analysis in traditional programs 
and introducing new possible types of education (P.Y. Galperin, J. 
Brunner, etc.). Education types and abilities problem.  
4. Personality-oriented programs design principles and modern 
psychology. Psychological principles concretization on the 
example of some program development on “Discovering the 
world” system.   
5. New type textbook design principles. Education-methodical 
complex design as a “model” to develop learning process as a 
growing cooperation and co-creativity of a student and teacher.  
6. Ways to build up a lesson as a “unit” of activity on different tasks 
building and solutions.  Lesson-dialogue, lesson-dispute, lesson-
conference, lesson-game. Special direction organization by the 
teacher of lessons of different type. Referring to drama and basics 
of theatre art while building up personality-oriented education. 
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7. Education and development correlation. Problem “zones” 
development. Provision of perspectives development by contents 
and ways of education process design.   
8. Perception diagnostics and development diagnostics. Teaching 
assessment ways of program material perception quality and 
correction work with schoolchildren.  
9. Introducing teachers to ways of assessment of intellectual, 
language and other development of schoolchildren.  
10. Schoolchildren individual development problem in the conditions 
collective distributed education and independent work. Creating 
psychological portrait of a schoolchild  (on the example of opening 
personality significant values of a primary schoolchild).   
 
The work on the course is organized in the form of both traditional lecture seminar classes and master-classes. 
The latter of which allows creating conditions for deep theoretic and practical introduction of the attendants to the 
ways of design of a new type of programs and working with them.  
Topics are studied during classes, which in future will determine working contents of the teachers with 
schoolchildren while new educational situations design.  
The following kinds of internships are provided for master-classes participants:  
• Direction, stage and acting art learning for different types of lessons design; 
• Improvisation abilities development on M. Checkhov and Evritmii theatre (A. Dunkan) systems; 
• Creation and role participation in the work of the theatre as actors, artists, directors on poly cultural 
basis for practical learning of languages and opening mentality and language consciousness of poly cultural 
environment; 
• Work in the museums on world discovery in the mirror of different cultures; 
• Psychotherapeutic treatment and psycho correction “East-West”; 
• Attendants’ work with Bible and Koran texts to open religion as creative work; 
• Personality-oriented programs approbation (systems “Discovering the world”) in different educational 
establishments: 
- With secondary school children; 
- In a kindergarten; 
- In classes for gifted children; 
- in correction groups; 
- with children and their parents*; 
- with attendants at the institute of advanced training. 
During the work with teacher principles of personality-oriented education and the issues of its modeling are 
worked out especially with their approbation in the work for both children and their parents.  
In the conditions of master classes not only introduction with new educational system is made which is based on 
a psychological basis but also opening together with teachers their own possibilities and abilities to creative work. 
Such work is necessary for a teacher to acquire his own experience of creative work in the conditions of personality-
oriented education and further organization of creative cooperation of a teacher with schoolchildren.  
Teacher introduction in the conditions of a master class with basic programs stimulates the development of both 
their own topics for the work with schoolchildren («How to discover with children that there is “Chaos” and 
“Harmony” on the material of programs “Discovering the world”? “Birth mystery” (to answer the child’s question 
“Where do I come from?”), “Politics for the little: start to elect the President and build a new state (to discover 
social-society relationship with children)”, etc.) And their own research projects, regularly discussed during the 
process of their common mutual work.  
In the conditions of master class the teachers complete, first of all, assignments on Kazakh culture, Kazakh 
language, meant for schoolchildren during the lessons in future. For teachers’ assistance ethnographers (historians), 
 
 
* Note. Working practice with children can be conducted not only in class conditions but also in the form of work with 
schoolchildren in photo, cinema, art and craft studios, theatres for children and also while organizing journalist excursion activity of 
the schoolchildren themselves.  
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culturologists and philologists are attracted.  
Here are some examples of assignments:  
1) on the part “Vocabulary” the teacher gets ready for working at the topic “We and our names”, on the 
material of which the issues of their names’ origins are discussed (Amangeldy, Yermek, Yerzhan, Zhanar, Kuanysh, 
etc.),  different cultures and different countries history intercrossing, etc.  
2) in the part “Spelling” in the mutual activity of a teacher with the schoolchildren the issues are cleared up 
about similarities and differences of spelling rules in Kazakh and Russian languages; about the priority in every 
language the phonetic, morphological and historical principle, etc. Children research and creative work organization 
with spelling material (own exercises, dictation, spelling tasks and games collection development) should show the 
possibility of their creative development and teachers as authors developers of new educational technologies, which 
are in demand not only by innovative but also traditional education system; 
3) In the part “Poetics” the teachers who start to teach schoolchildren in Russian to hear the emphasis of 
sounds and rhythms of poetry, percept special word semantics and offer a selection of Kazakh poets poetic texts.  
Schoolchildren can open special expressiveness of Kazakh poetic speech, inimitable world vision characteristic of a 
Kazakh culture poet. Further these teachers are supposed to be included into the process of developing a special 
reading-book of poetic texts for schoolchildren.  
4) On the program «Children and grown up sense of humor preservation and development» the teachers are 
offered problems that will require from them special mini research: «What do little Kazakhs, Russians, French, 
English, German and Eskimos laugh at?», «Jokes and children anecdotes with different nations», «Threat stories 
and prick songs in different languages», «Are clowns,  fools and other funny characters alike in the theatres and 
circuses of different countries of  the world?», «How to make a class of laugh therapy with children?», «How to 
organize a party of humor in our school?», How to differentiate things that can be and can not be laughed at?»  
And etc.; 
5) Writing by schoolchildren their own fairy-tales, stories, fantasy stories for other children and designing by 
teachers “little books” on the basic topics both of the authors of education-methodical complex for discussion at the 
lessons and is a part of their mutual creative activity and contributes to the development of the cognitive interest, 
increasing motivation of educational research activity of children; 
6) Preparing by the teachers not only “little books”, but also books of a big volume, meant for their 
colleagues, parents and children in two aspects – grown up and children in different languages with their consequent 
inclusion into International educational program “Our diverse and unique world!” “Opening the world harmony”, 
“In the kingdom of languages: from the animals, insects and birds language to human languages”, “Why do people 
need Mathematics?”, “From a star to a blade of grass: about general laws of world order”, “Why does and 
elephant have big ears (genetics for children)?”, “Why do people need theatre?”, etc.  
Simultaneous discovery in a mutual activity with schoolchildren general human and national values, languages 
and cultures become in practice the work on creating open educational space according to globalization processes 
and will provide the formation of the ability to tolerant type of adult and children thinking. 
Thus the practice of improving and developing primary general and higher education stipulates active 
participation of science in solving actual psychological pedagogical problems of modern world education.  
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